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In recent years in nonlinear dynamics particular attention was paid to studying the chaotic behaviour of dynamical systems and their routes to chaos. Sometimes this route may be intricate. We watched such intricate route to chaos when studying the quasi-periodic route to chaos in strongly nonlinear non-smooth discontinuous vibroimpact system that was two-body 2-DOF one. After Neimark-Sacker bifurcation many different regimes replace each other. There are transitional regimes with inconsistent characteristics among them. We analyze these regimes with continuous wavelet transform CWT applying. CWT plots confirm just their transition kind and give clear picture of different frequencies presence in time series and their distribution in time.
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1. Introduction

At present chaotic dynamics is one of the most interesting and investigated subjects in nonlinear dynamics. Now it is well known that just deterministic chaos is not an exceptional mode of dynamical systems behaviour; on the contrary, chaotic behavior occurs in many dynamical systems in mathematics, mechanics, engineering, physics, chemistry, biology and medicine. Therefore, the studying of chaotic dynamics is one of the main ways of modern natural science development. Now the theory of chaotic vibrations is well developed and is continuing to develop further [1-3].

Let us underline that dynamical deterministic chaos occurs in entirely deterministic systems only under the control parameter changing without any random external influence. And this changing may be very small.

The routes to chaos in nonlinear dynamical systems are of the special scientists’ interest. It is known three main routes to chaos in dynamical systems [1, 3]:

1) period-doubling route to chaos – the most celebrated scenario for chaotic vibrations, it is Feigenbaum scenario;
2) quasiperiodic route to chaos;
3) intermittent route to chaos by Pomeau and Manneville.

We have studied the quasi-periodic and intermittent routes to chaos in vibroimpact system in our previous works [4,5] and references therein.

Vibroimpact system is strongly nonlinear non-smooth discontinuous dynamical system. The studying of its dynamical behaviour has certain
difficulties because of its non-smoothness and discontinuity. When we are comparing the quasi-periodic and intermittent routes to chaos in our vibroimpact system we see that the quasi-periodic route is considerably more intricate than intermittent one. Different oscillatory regimes replace each other many times under very small control parameter varying. There are periodic subharmonic regimes – chatters, quasiperiodic, and chaotic regimes. There are the transitional regimes which occur between other defined ones. What are the transitional regimes? They occur in the zones of transition from one regime to another, they correspond to prechaotic or postchaotic motion. They have the inconsistent characteristics: their Fourier spectrum fits to the one regime kind, Poincaré maps – to another. So we cannot say something specified about its kind.

Therefore we decided to test new technique in order to characterize this multiscale behaviour. This new technique is Continuous wavelet transform CWT.

Wavelet analysis is useful for recognizing periodic and chaotic motions both in the frequency and time domain. It turned out to be an efficient tool for the studying of vibroimpact system dynamic behaviour. In particular it permits the detection of unconformities and other abrupt changes in signal.

In recent years, the wavelet analysis has been applied in many scientific fields. Much commercial software can present the function of wavelet analysis, such as Mathcad and Matlab.

The CWT applying for studying our vibroimpact system dynamic behaviour was very successful one. It was very useful for distinguishing periodic and chaotic regimes. We have “caught” the intermittency due to its helping [5]. It is worth to point out that the intermittency finding is not such an easy task. It is difficulty to discover it by usual ways such as phase trajectories, Poincaré maps, and Fourier spectra construction, even the Lyapunov exponent estimation. Let us remind that under intermittency the laminar phases (periodic regimes) alternate with turbulent ones (chaotic bursts) when the control parameter having the same value. Just because its Fourier spectrum is board and continuous and all other characteristics are such as ones under the chaotic motion. But CWT gives the information about time dependence of the different frequencies. So CWT copes with intermittency recognizing well. It is the reason for analysis of transitional regimes with CWT helping.

2. Where the transitional regimes were discovered

We consider the strongly nonlinear non-smooth discontinuous dynamical system which is two body 2-DOF vibroimpact system (Fig. 1) under periodic external loading \( F(t) = P \cos(\omega t + \varphi_0) \). Its dynamical behaviour was studied in details in our previous works [4, 5] and references therein. Its amplitude-frequency responses in wide frequency range are depicted at Fig. 1 too.

We have watched the quasi-periodic route to chaos, the transient chaos, and hysteresis effects (jump phenomena) in very narrow frequency range \( 7.45 \text{ rad} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} < \omega < 8.0 \text{ rad} \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \). It is the region between points \( K \) and \( L \) on amplitude-frequency response where Neimark-Sacker bifurcations occur. At Fig. 2 we show the largest Lyapunov exponent dependence on control parameter that is the frequency of external loading.
It is worth to remind that the sign of largest Lyapunov exponent $\lambda$ determines sufficiently well the kind of oscillatory motion: the negative sign $\lambda < 0$ corresponds to periodic regimes, the positive sign $\lambda > 0$ – to chaotic ones, and $\lambda \approx 0$ – to quasi-periodic oscillatory regimes. We see sufficiently intricate route to chaos at this plot. Different oscillatory regimes succeed each other many times under very small control parameter varying in narrow frequency range. There are periodic subharmonic regimes with long period and big number of impact per cycle – chatters, quasiperiodic, and chaotic regimes. The hysteresis effects (jump phenomena) are observed at two frequency ranges.

We see two regions of transitional regimes which occur between other ones. All of them have the small largest Lyapunov exponents, which are near the zero. These regimes are similar to one another. All of them have the conflicting characteristics.

3. Analysis of transitional regimes

Let us have a more attentive look at the transitional regimes. Let us attempt to use continuous wavelet transform CWT for more precise its determination. We use software Matlab with Morlet wavelet.

In [5] we showed the view of surfaces of wavelet coefficients (3D plots) and their projections for periodic and chaotic motion. They had different well-pronounced views.

Now let us first have a look at the view of quasi-periodic motion at the wavelet plots. At Fig. 3 we show the characteristics of quasi-periodic regime for attached body $m_2$ under $\omega = 7.51$ rad·s$^{-1}$. 
The wavelet plots have not well-pronounced view, they are similar the plots for periodic motions with long periods and big number of impacts per cycle. It is logical as the quasi-periodic motion is almost periodic one.

Now let us have a look at the characteristics of the transitional regime under $\omega=7.61$ rad·s$^{-1}$. We show its phase trajectories with Poincaré map and Fourier spectrum in logarithmic scale at Fig. 4 (for main body $m_1$). Its Poincaré map is almost closed curve as under quasi-periodic regime, but Fourier spectrum is board and continuous, such as under chaotic motion. These characteristics are inconsistent ones. This regime isn’t quasi-periodic, isn’t chaotic one. Maybe its wavelet characteristics can show its kind more precisely? At Fig. 4 the wavelet surface projection and surface of wavelet coefficients for this regime are depicted. We see two high frequencies with strong power and a lot of low frequencies with very weak power which provide the continuous Fourier spectrum. They change little in time that provides almost closed curve on Poincaré map. These plots don’t make idea about this regime more precise one. But they confirm that this regime does not belong to the kind of quasi-periodic or chaotic one. It is exactly transitional regime.

Let us have more attentive look at the second region of transitional motions under $7.815$ rad·s$^{-1} < \omega < 7.90$ rad·s$^{-1}$. We see the chaotic regimes under $\omega=7.80$, 7.81, 7.815 rad·s$^{-1}$. The characteristics for such regime under $\omega=7.815$ rad·s$^{-1}$ are depicted at Fig. 5.
Fig. 4. Phase trajectories, Poincaré map, Fourier spectrum, wavelet surface projection, and surface of wavelet coefficients for transitional regime, \( \omega = 7.61 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}, \lambda = 0.0027 \) (Colour online)

These plots have the view which is typical for chaotic motion. Poincaré map is disordered set of points in limited space. The plots of wavelet characteristics display two high frequencies with strong power and a lot of low frequencies with weak power that provide a board continuous Fourier spectrum. It is seen well that all of them are changing in time.

Then we see transitional (prechaotic) regime under \( \omega = 7.82, 7.825 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \). Its Poincaré map has the set of separate points, but its Fourier spectrum is board and continuous one. Its characteristics under \( \omega = 7.82 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \) are depicted at Fig. 6.

And immediately after this we see the chaotic motion under \( \omega = 7.83 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \) (Fig. 7).

We succeeded in finding chaotic regime only under \( \omega = 7.83 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \). Immediately after it the transitional regimes with sets of separate points at Poincaré maps and with board continuous Fourier spectra exist under \( \omega = 7.84, \ldots \)
7.845, 7.85 rad·s⁻¹, and further till \( \omega = 7.90 \) rad·s⁻¹. They are prechaotic or postchaotic regimes. The characteristics of such regime under \( \omega = 7.845 \) rad·s⁻¹ are depicted at Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. Phase trajectories, Poincaré maps, wavelet surface projection, and surface of wavelet coefficients for chaotic regime under \( \omega = 7.815 \) rad·s⁻¹ (Colour online)

Fig. 6. Phase trajectories, Poincaré maps, wavelet surface projection, and surface of wavelet coefficients for transitional (prechaotic) regime under \( \omega = 7.82 \) rad·s⁻¹ (Colour online)
Further in narrow frequency range $7.90 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \leq \omega \leq 7.92 \text{ rad}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}$ the really chaotic motion occurs. It is transient chaos. We have examined it in details in [4], therefore now we’ll not discuss it.
We see that all these transitional regimes are similar to one another, they have: the small largest Lyapunov exponent, the set of separate points or almost closed curve on Poincaré map, and the board continuous Fourier spectrum. The characteristics obtained by continuous wavelet transform using also are alike very much.

We see two high frequencies with strong power and a lot of low frequencies with very weak power which provide the continuous Fourier spectrum. They change little in time that provides almost closed curve or a lot of separate points on Poincaré map.

4. Conclusion

Continuous wavelet transform CWT is very useful for intermittency recognition and distinguishing the periodic and chaotic regimes. It is indispensable when recognizing the intermittency. So it is logical to apply it when studying the transitional modes.

Transitional regimes are similar to one another, they have: the small largest Lyapunov exponent, the set of separate points or almost closed curve on Poincaré map, and the board continuous Fourier spectrum. The characteristics obtained by continuous wavelet transform applying also are alike very much. The CWT plots confirm that these regimes don’t belong to the kind of quasi-periodic or chaotic one. They are exactly transitional regimes. The CWT plots demonstrate the presence of different frequencies in time series and their distribution in time very clearly. Thus continuous wavelet transform is very useful in order to understand well what is this or that transitional mode.
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В останні роки в нелінійній динаміці особлива увага приділялася вивченню хаотичної поведінки динамічних систем та сценаріям їхнього переходу до хаосу. Інколи такий перехід бувся складним. Ми спостерігали такий складний перехід до хаосу під час дослідження квазіперіодичного сценарію переходу в сильно нелінійні негладкі розривні двох масових віброударній системі з двома ступнями вільності. Після біфуркації Неймарка-Сакера багато різних режимів замінювали один одного. Серед них були проміжні (перехідні) режими з суперечливими характеристиками. Ми аналізували ці режими застосовуючи безперервну вейвлет перетворення CWT. Його зображення підтверджують саме їхній перехідний тип та дають наочну картину наявності у часовому ряді різних частот та їхнього розподілу в часі.
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